summer EXTRA 2017

Pictured nails were created with the NEW Cover LightPink Base Gel, Cool Builder Gel Cover
Pink, Cool Builder Gel White, and Cool Remove Builder Gel Clear. Artist: Alexandra Méhész.

NEW!

cover lightpink
base gel
Base gel with a light pink color
as soft as the petals of a rose

NEW! Cover LightPink Base Gel

on

Base gel with a light pink color as soft as the petals of a rose
Bombproof adhesion. Outstanding flexibility. Easy soak-off. Cover LightPink Base Gel is the
lighter pink version of Cover Pink Base Gel. Cover LightPink Base gel is a joy to work with, as it
spreads smoothly and evenly on the nail surface. Less pigmented, lighter color.
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Product highlights:
-Perfect base coat for nail sculpting. Use it to prevent overfiling and common filing mistakes (e.g.
staining). Also prevents regrowth.
-Perfect for French gel polishing. Increases work efficiency. Allows you to apply white gel polish
without using any other base color.
-Durable nude gel polish. Apply two coats of Cover LightPink Base Gel, then top it off with a coat
of Clear/Top 0 CrystaLac. Leaves a slightly sticky residue. Easy to soak off, complete soak-off
takes about 8 minutes

coats

NEW

Cure time in UV: 2-3 mins. In LED: 1-2 mins
4ml –
8ml –
8ml

2

4ml

cover
lightpink
base gel
Step by Step

2

1. Apply a thin coat of Cover LightPink Base Gel. Cure it, then apply the CN nail form according to the Gothic almond
shape. Sculpt the base of the nail with Xtreme Clear Gel.
2. Extend the nail bed with Xtreme Cover Pink.
3. Sculpt the nail bed area using Cover Refill Hard Gel.
4. File the smile line and the nail bed’s surface with the 150/150 Xtreme Blue File.
5. Remove the nail form, then fill the free edge with Builder White II Renewed Gel.
6. Cleanse it with Cleanser, then file it to shape. Decorate the nail with Swarovski crystals.
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Pictured nails were created with the NEW Cover LightPink Base Gel, Xtreme Clear Gel, Xtreme
Cover Pink Gel, Cover Refill Hard Gel, Xtreme White Gel, and the NEW Cool Top Gel. Artist:
Gabó Kovács

1

Gothic almond nails step-by-step by Gabó Kovács
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Pictured nails were created with the NEW Cover LightPink Base Gel, Cool
Builder Gel Cover Pink, Cool Builder Gel Cover Fill, Cool Builder White, the
NEW Cool Top Gel and the NEW Crystal Nails WonderForm. Artist: Zsuzsanna
Fekete.

NEW!

cool top gel

Cleansing-free, soak-off super shine

NEW! Cool Top Gel
Cleansing-free, soak-off super shine
Cleansing-free, soak-off, medium viscosity, transparent
top coat that keeps its spectacular shine for weeks.
Non-yellowing. Does not require cleansing after curing.
Perfect for acrylic and gel nails and 3 Step and One Step
CrystaLacs, as it does not give a blueish-purplish tint to
darker shades.
Cure time in UV: 2-3 mins. In LED: 1-2 mins

4ml –
8ml –
4

NEW

CN Tip:
Perfect choice for
ChroMirror Chrome
Pigment Powders,
Crystal Flakes, and 3
Step CrystaLacs!

4ml

8ml

CO O L TOP Gel

Pictured nails were created with the NEW 3S61 Turquoise Talisman and the NEW 3S63
Ink Blue 3 Step CrystaLacs, a mixture of R7 and R74 Royal Gels, the NEW Cool Top Gel,
the NEW Crystal Flakes, the NEW Polygon Nail Stamping Plates, the NEW Blue Stamping
Lacquer, and Shiny Silver Baroque Gel. Artist: Dóra Kesztyűs

Pictured nails were created with the NEW 3S61 Turquoise Talisman and the NEW 3S62
Caribbean Blue 3 Step CrystaLacs , and the NEW Holo Silver Rhombus glitter. Artist: Dóra
Kesztyűs
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Pictured nails were created with the NEW 3S63 Ink Blue 3 Step CrystaLac, TIG
22 Tiger Eye CrystaLac, the NEW Turquoise Glassy CrystaLacs, the NEW Foil
Effect Gold Nail Sticker, and Swarovski crystals. Artist: Zsuzsanna Drazdó Kakasné.

NEW!

GLASS EFFECT GLASSY
CRYSTALAC COLORWAYS
Gorgeous, glimmering glass effects!

New! Glass effect Glassy CrystaLac colorways
Gorgeous, glimmering glass effects!
Flexible, soak-off gel polish tailor-made for sprucing up nails with a handful of mesmerizing glass
effects! Compatible with all 3 Step and One Step CrystaLacs. Easy, hassle-free application – just
any 3 Step CrystaLac. Apply it onto a matte or sticky surface, then top it off with Super Shine
Optic, 0/Clear One Step CrystaLac, or Clear/Top 0 CrystaLac.
Feel free to apply Glassy CrystaLacs onto flexible artificial nails - both acrylics and gel. Compatible
with a variety of top gels including Xtreme Top Shine, Top Seal, and Top Seal Light.
Perfect for creating nail art patterns and for applying it onto the entire nail surface.
Cure time: 3-4 mins. in UV, 2-3 mins. in LED.
Available in two brand new, glimmering colors!

4ml

NEW

4ml –
You can create
different effects with
each CrystaLac
colorway, doubling
your design palette!

CN Tip:
Use Glassy CrystaLacs
to boost your designs
created with Tiger Eye,
Chro°Me or ChroMirror
Chrome Pigment
Powders, Glass Foil, or
Mermaid Powder!

In the
photo

Glassy
Neon pink
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In the
photo

Glassy
Turquoise

Gla ssy Cr y staLac

Summer is the season of nail problems. Here are 3+1 tips on how to avoid them.
Summer is not easy on your clients’ nails – especially when it comes to the color of their nail polish. Here are a few tips to avoid the most
common summer nail problems.

1. Color Boost

3. dryness

To enhance color vibrancy (and to delay color fading) use Color Up!
Base Gel. This thin viscosity, white, flexible base gel was developed
specifically for 3 Step CrystaLacs, giving an extra color boost to
your chosen nail polish while providing superb adhesion.

Salt water can not only cause your nails to peel off, but it also dries
your skin. The perfect remedies for dry skin are Cuticle Oil and the 99
percent pure Almond Oil. Almond oil is known for its hydrating and
nourishing effect. It is quickly absorbed by the skin, and makes your
cuticles super soft.

Salt water damages both the skin and the nails. If you’d like to boost
the durability of your nail polish, apply a coat of Easy Off Hardener
Gel. For gel nails, use the flexible, soak-off Cool Builder Gel product
family. For extra adhesion, use Builder Base Gel!

+1 fading
Summer brings sky-high UV levels. As the Sun fades the color of
your clothes, it can do the same to the color of your nail polish.
Although Crystal Nails top coats are equipped with UV filters,
sunbathing for hours on end will eventually fade nail polish colors.
This is something you should always warn your clients about.

Pictured nails were created with the NEW 3S64 Orange Explosion 3 Step CrystaLac, the
NEW Neon Pink Glassy CrystaLac, the NEW Full Nail Sticker, and Swarovski crystals. Artist:
Edina Sikari.

2. peeling
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Pictured nails were created with the 3S35, 3S59, the NEW 3S61 Turquoise Talisman, GL120, and GL124 colorways of 3 Step CrystaLac and Royal Gel R6.
Artist: Szilvia Balázsi.

NEW!
3 step
CRYSTALAC

Outstanding durability and
vibrant colors in 3 steps!
New! 3 Step CrystaLac trend colors 2017 summer

Outstanding durability and vibrant colors in 3 steps!
Scorching hot summer trend colors for those who can stand the heat and love vibrant shades. Whether you’re setting off for a festival or the
sandy beaches of a tropical island, the new 3 Step colorways ensure that you won’t go unnoticed! Show off and show out with the NEW 3S61
Turquoise Talisman or make a splash with the NEW 3S64 Orange Explosion! Stay elegant and true to the sea with a pair of brand new blue
colorways: 3S62 Caribbean Blue and 3S63 Ink Blue. The NEW 3S65 French Fuchsia is as beautiful as a bouquet of fuchsias.

3-week durability!

NEW

NEW

In the
photo.

NEW
In the
photo.

NEW
In the
photo.

The most durable
professioanl solution!
Professional!

3S61
Turquoise Talisman
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3S62
Caribbean Blue

3S63
Ink Blue

3S64
Orange Explosion

3S65
French Fuchsia

NEW

4ml

NEW

8ml

4ml –
8ml –

3 STE P Cr y s taLac

4 SUPER COOL SUMMER TREND COLORS
YOU MUST HAVE IN YOUR SALON
Fuchsia
A color that’s hard to define - somewhere halfway between
pink and purple. Fuchsia is just like a woman with a capital
W: majestic, elegant, and demands respect – yet sexy, daring,
and strikingly beautiful. Combine it with black or orange, or if
you’re wearing a fuchsia dress, go for brilliant – gold or silver
– colors.

ink blue
Although for most people, blue comes off as a cold color,
Ink Blue is the signature shade of sunshine, the sea, and the
summer. Some even call it the color of passion – which we
agree with, but it still has an immense relaxing effect, recalling
the eternal harmony of the endless sea and the bright blue
sky. Combine this vibrant, lively color with white, blue, or gold!
Pictured nails were created with the NEW 3S65 French Fuchsia 3 Step CrystaLac and the
NEW #8 Nailfetti. Artist: Alexandra Méhész.

Turquoise
Neither blue nor green, somewhere in between: like the
tropical sea. Originally known as the color of balance. Behind
its lively vibrations lie the calming, soul-soothing, energizing
feel of the seaside. Combine it with neutral colors or colors
that either complement it or create a contrast.

Blood Orange

A képen látható köröm Cover Refill Hard Tan-nel, 3S12-es 3 STEP CrystaLac-kal, Tig22es Tiger nails
Eye CrystaLac-kal,
az 3S27
ÚJ Glassy
Green
CrystaLac-kal,
a 3díszítés
R7Pictured
were created with
and the
NEWGlassy
3S64 Orange
Explosion
Step Cryses Royaland
Gel-lel,
801-es
3D sűrű
zselével,
porcelánporral,
Crystal Pixie-vel és
taLacs,
the NEW
Full Nail
Stickers.
Artist:131-es
Alexandra
Méhész.
Swarovski-kövekkel készült (Vétek Nikolett munkája).

A mixture of red and orange that reinvigorates any
environment. Blood orange is the color of joy and the color
of lust for life. Dare to combine it with nude colors such as
American Peanut Butter. Get blood orange in your wardrobe:
a few accessories, a pair of shoes or a bag will breathe new
life into your outfits!
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NEW!
my glow
CRYSTALAC
collection

NEW! My Glow CrystaLac collection

A collection of four phosphorescent gel polishes at an unbeatable price! A
must-have for summer grill parties, festivals, and pool parties. With My Glow
CrystaLacs, your client will shine bright like a star on the night sky!
CN tip: apply two coats for
extra glow!

The kit contains:
My Glow Pink, My Glow Peach, My Glow Skyblue, My Glow Orchid

CN tip: expose it to light! It
will glow even brighter!

4x4ml
Easy to use, just like other
3 Step CrystaLacs. After
applying Base Gel, apply
two coats of My Glow
CrystaLac. Cure it coat-bycoat in UV for 2-3 mins per
coat, or 1-2 mins in LED,
then top it off with Clear / 0
Top CrystaLac!

In the
photo.

4ml

Phosphorescent
at night
Shines bright
during the day
Glowy
Pink

Glowy
Peach

Glowy
Skyblue

8ml

In the
photo.

Glowy
Orchid

4ml

NEW
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My Glow Cr y staLac
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Pictured nails were created with Glowy Pink My Glow CrystaLac, the NEW Floral Nails
Stamping Plates, and the NEW Yellow Stamping Lacquer. Artist: Edina Sikari.
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NEW!
ÚJ!

A képen látható köröm Cover Refill Hard Tan-nel, 3S12-es 3 STEP CrystaLac-kal,
Tig22-es Tiger Eye CrystaLac-kal, az ÚJ Glassy Green Glassy CrystaLac-kal, a
díszítés R7-es Royal Gel-lel, 801-es 3D sűrű zselével, 131-es porcelánporral,
Crystal Pixie-vel és Swarovski-kövekkel készült (Vétek Nikolett munkája).

O N E S TE P C r y st a L a c

one step
CRYSTALAC

Vivid colors in a matter of seconds!

one step
CRYSTALAC

One stepEgy lépés,
No need for cleansing
nem kell fixálás
No need for a base or a top
Nem kell alap- és fedőréteg
coat!
Még jobb
Enhanced soak-off!
oldhatóság

CN TIPP:
Ha CN
ONEtip:
STEP
fényét
AddCrystaLac-jaid
extra shine with
Super
növelni Shine
szeretnéd,
Optic!használj
Super Shine Optic-ot!

Gyors géllakkozás,
nails were created with the NEW 1S51 Chili Mango One Step CrysélénkPictured
színekkel
taLac, the NEW Crystal Sugar Powder, and the NEW #7 Nailfetti. Artist: Edina
Sikari.

Vivid colors in a matter of seconds!
For beach queens and party queens. For hard workers and
vacationers. The new One Step CrystaLac summer trend colors
are perfect for everyone: the NEW 1S49 Blue Topaz and the
NEW 1S50 Sailor Blue get you in the mood for beachside
holidays, while the NEW 1S51 Chili Mango with soft glitters
turns you into the superstar of summer parties.
4ml –
8ml –
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NEW

In the
photo.

In the
photo

1S49
Blue Topaz
(Use it with Super
Shine)

1S50
Sailor Blue
(Use it with Super
Shine)

NEW
4ml

NEW

8ml

NEW! ONE STEP CrystaLac trend colors 2017
summer

In the
photo

1S51
Chili Mango
(Use it with Super
Shine)

O NE STE P Cr y s taLac

Pictured nails were created with the NEW 1S50 Sailor Blue One Step CrystaLac, the
NEW Super-Holo ChroMirror Chrome Pigment Powder, and white Art Gel Painting Gel.
Artist: Edina Sikari.

Pictured nails were created with the NEW 1S49 Blue Topaz and the NEW 1S50 Sailor Blue
One Step CrystaLac. Artist: Nikolett Vétek.
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Base Gels
3 Step CrystaLac Base Gels

Universal Base Gels

NEW

NEW! Cover
lightPink
Base Gel

Cover Pink
Base Gel

The light pink version of
Cover Pink Base Gel
Bombproof adhesion. Outstanding flexibility. Easy soak-off. Cover LightPink Base
Gel is the lighter pink version
of Cover Pink Base Gel. Cover LightPink Base gel is a joy
to work with, as it spreads
smoothly and evenly on the
nail surface. Less pigmented,
lighter color

Builder Base Gel

base GEL

Colored Base gel
A versatile Crystal Nails innovation! This rose pink, flexible,
soak-off base gel brings outstanding adhesion, and rocks
the most popular Cover Pink
shade. Easy to work with, provides effortless, smooth spreading! Leaves a slightly sticky residue. Easy to soak off, complete
soak-off takes about 8 minutes.

Color Up!
Base Gel

Soak-off, flexible base gel for 3
Step CrystaLacs. Provides extra
strong adhesion. Apply in a thin
coat for perfect adhesion and
easier soak-off.

Intensifier for 3 Step
CrystaLacs
Medium viscosity, flexible, white
base gel developed specifically
for 3 Step CrystaLacs. Provides
extra strong adhesion. Easy to
soak-off and handle. Apply
it in a single thin coat. Easy
application thanks to the brush.
Intensifies the color of 3 Step
CrystaLacs.

Cure time in UV: 2-3 mins,
in LED: 1-2 mins.

Cure time in UV: 2-3 mins,
in LED: 1-2 mins.

Cure time in UV: 2-3 mins,
in LED: 1-2 mins.

CN Base Gel with the
strongest adhesion
An original Crystal Nails
innovation
providing
unprecedented
levels
of
adhesion and an easy solution
for problematic nails. Despite
the base gel’s thicker viscosity,
the shorter brush ensures
even spreading and effortless
application. Use it as a base
coat for CrystaLacs on nails
with adhesion problems.

For more information, go back
to page 2!

Cure time in UV: 2-3 mins,
in LED: 1-2 mins.
4ml
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8ml

-

4ml

8ml

-

4ml

8ml

15ml

4ml

8ml

-

Cure time in UV: 2-3 mins,
in LED: 1-2 mins.
4ml

-

15ml

top gels
Universal
Top Gel

3 step crystalac
top gel

one step
crystalac top gels

ÚJ!

NEW! Cool Top Gel

super shine optic

Cleansing-free, soak-off
super shine
Cleansing-free,
soak-off,
medium viscosity, transparent
top coat that keeps its
spectacular shine for weeks.
Non-yellowing.
Does
not
require cleansing after curing.
Perfect for acrylic and gel nails
and 3 Step and One Step
CrystaLacs, as it does not give
a blueish-purplish tint to darker
shades.

Cleansing-free, soak-off
super shine
Cleansing-free,
flexible,
soak-off top shine develop
specifically
for
adding
extra shine to One Step
CrystaLacs
while
also
enhancing their durability.
Contains a color intensifying
agent that gives a more
vibrant look to lighter
shades and adds a livelier
feel to darker shades.

0/clear
ONE STEP CrystaLac
Durable, flexible, soak-off,
cleansing-free top shine
for One Step CrystaLacs!

Durable, super shiny top coat for
One Step CrystaLacs. Does not
peel off or become matte. Protects
weak, brittle natural nails with a
transparent shield for 2-3 weeks.
Thanks to its strong adhesion,
there’s no need to buff the nails
(though you can matte them with
a CrystaLac Soft Buffer without
weakening the nails).

CLEAR/TOP 0
CRYSTALAC

Top coat for 3 Step CrystaLacs.
Soak-off, flexible, durable, and
super shiny. Gives CrystaLacs
a long-lasting shine. For easier
soak-off, apply in a thin coat.

CN tip:
For better adhesion and easier top coat appilcation, avoid
overcuring 3 Step CrystaLacs!

For more information, go back to
page 4!

Cure time in UV: 2-3 mins,
in LED: 1-2 mins
4ml

8ml

-

Cure time in UV: 2-3 mins,
in LED: 1-2 mins
4ml

8ml

15ml

Cure time in UV: 2-3 mins,
in LED: 1-2 mins
3ml

8ml

-

Cure time in UV: 2-3 mins,
in LED: 1-2 mins
4ml

8ml

15ml
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Pictured nails were created with the R6 and the NEW R104 Azure Blue Royal Gels,
Shiny Gold and Bronze Baroque Gel, 808 3D Hard Gel, blue Art Gel, the NEW Paradise
Nail Stamping Plate, Chrome Blue Stamping Lacquer, and Xtreme Transfer Foil. Artist:
Alexandra Méhész.

NEW!

Royal Gel trend
colors 2017
summer

Cleansing-free color gels in a single coat!
Cleansing-free color
gels in a single coat!

New! Royal Gel trend colors 2017 summer
Cleansing-free colors gels in a single coat!
For dream holidays, for an afternoon with your best
friends, for carefree festival nights. Cleansing-free Royal
Gels provide perfect coverage in a single coat and look
good in any setting. If you’re wild at heart, you’ll love the
NEW R104 Azure Blue. If you have the soul of an artist,
the NEW R101 Dreamy Blue is your color. The NEW R102
Vibrant Blood Orange brings a dose of Caribbean vibe to
your life, while the NEW R103 Naughty Pink unleashes
your inner wildcat!

4,5ml - Try the new colorways in 3 ml editions!
Only available for a limited time!
3ml -
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In the
photo

R101
Dreamy Blue

In the
photo

R102
R103
Vibrant Blood Naughty Pink
Orange

In the
photo

R104
Azure Blue

NEW

Pictured nails were created with Cover Pink Acrylic Powder, the NEW R102 Vibrant
Blood Orange and the NEW #5 and #6 Nailfettis. Artist: Virág Halász.

Pictured nails were created with the NEW R102 Vibrant Blood Orange and the NEW
R103 Naughty Pink Royal Gels and the NEW Foil Effect Nail Stickers. Artist: Alexandra
Méhész.

R oyal Gel
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Pictured nails were created with 3S9 3 Step CrystaLac, the NEW Cream 01
RoyalCream Gel, the NEW Base Stickers for Coloring and Swarovski crystals.
Artist: Nikolett Vétek.

NEW!

royalcream
gel

Cleansing-free, ultra-pigmented
color gels

New! RoyalCream Color Gels
Cleansing-free, ultra-pigmented color gel blending the thickness of Art
Gels and the easy handling of Royal Gels. Does not flow, has a pastelike consistency, providing a 3D effect for the patterns you design. Cures
well even if applied in a thicker coat. Let your creativity run wild: just like
with Art Gels, mix colors any way you like!
Cure time in UV: 2-3 mins, in LED: 1 min, in a thicker coat about 1 min
30 sec.
3ml –
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In the
photo!

Cream
01

In the
photo!

Cream
02

Cream
03

Cream
04

Cream
05

Cream
06

NEW
CN tip:
Use it with the NEW
Base Stickers for
Coloring and the three
NEW unique Nail
Stamping Plates. For
more information, go to
page 28 and page 34,
respectively!

R oy a lCre a m GEL

royalcream

royalcream

Pictured nails were created with R6 Royal Gel, the NEW Cream 04 RoyalCream Gel,
the NEW Base Stickers for Coloring, Decor Beads, and Swarovski crystals. Artist:
Nikolett Vétek.
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Pictured nails were created with Cover Pink Acrylic Powder, Light Pink Acrylic
Powder, #84 Decor Powder, and dried flowers. Artist: Mónika Szabó

CLIENT-FAVORITE ACRYLIC
COLOR POWDERS
IN NEW SIZES!
Finely ground, strong pigmentation, optimal cure time

NEW

New! Acrylic Color Powders in New Sizes
Finely ground, strong pigmentation, optimal cure time
3 client-favorite, bestselling Acrylic Color Powder colorways providing perfect coverage
now available in a smaller volume (3,5 g – 5 ml)!
3,5g (5ml) –

Vibrant colors, superb
coverage!

20

Bestselling colors now
available in a smaller
volume!

In the
photo

In the
photo

3

84

After the 5 Spring
superstar colors – 11,
g12, 18, 131, 165 –,
now available in 3 salon
hit shades!
130

Acrylic square nails decorated with the BRAND NEW Crystal Flakes
– Step-by-step tutorial by Mónika Szabó
1.Apply the Xtreme Butterfly Form onto the prepared nail plate according to the square shape.
2.Extend the nail bed with Cover Pink Acrylic Powder. Use the Big One Brush.
3.Sculpt the nail bed area with Light Pink Acrylic Powder, then file the smile line with the 100/180 Xtreme Red File and the Thin
Wooden File.
4.Create a color gradient free edge with #3 Decor Powder and the NEW Crystal Flake.
5.Cover the free edge with Light Pink Acrylic Powder. When it’s halfway cured, bend the nails with the C-Curve Bending
Tweezers.
6.File the nails to shape with the 150/150 Xtreme File then buff the nail surface with the Acrylic Refiner Buffer. Apply a coat of
Xtreme Top Shine, cure it in UV for 2 minutes.

Step by Step

1

2

3

4

5

6

Pictured nails were created with Cover Pink Acrylic Powder, Light Pink Acrylic Powder, #3 Decor Powder, and the NEW Crystal Flakes. Artist: Mónika Szabó.

Color
Acrylic
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NEW!

bestseller colors summer 2017 kits
Client-favorite, bestselling salon hit colorways
1. bestseller
Colors Summer
2017 royal Gel
kit
The kit contains:
R23, R32, R34, R85

3. bestseller
Colors Summer
2017 3 STEP
CrystaLac kit
The kit contains:
GL108, GL109, GL115,
GL149

4. bestseller
Colors Summer 2017
ONE STEP CrystaLac
kit
The kit contains:
1S12, 1S31, 1S32, OS59

5. bestseller
Colors Summer 2017
color powder kit
The kit contains:
FD6, FD7, 78, 93

R23

R32

215

241

GL108

GL109

1S12

1S31

FD6

FD7

R34

R85

306

307

GL115

GL149

1S32

OS59

78

93

4x4,5ml
22

2. bestseller
Colors Summer
2017 color gel
kit
The kit contains:
215, 241, 306, 307

4x5ml

4x4ml

4x4ml

4x3,5g (4x5ml)

1.
5.

4.
3.

2.
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NEW!

trend colors summer 2017 kits
Become a trendsetter with the hottest trend colors of summer 2017!
1. Trend Colors
Summer 2017
royal Gel
kit
The kit contains:
R4, R78, R83, R86

3. Trend Color
Summer 2017
3 STEP CrystaLac
kit
The kit contains:
3S24, 3S26, 3S34, 3S40

4. Trend Colors
Summer 2017
ONE STEP CrystaLac
kit
The kit contains:
1S33, 1S34, OS69, OS71

5. Trend Colors
Summer 2017
color powder kit
The kit contains:
G28, G29, G30, 37

R4

R78

157

303

3S24

3S26

1S33

1S34

G28

G29

R83

R86

304

308

3S34

3S40

OS69

OS71

G30

37

4x4,5ml
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2. Trend Colors
Summer 2017
color gel kit
The kit contains:
157, 303, 304, 308

4x5ml

4x4ml

4x4ml

4x3,5g (4x5ml)

1.
5.

4.
3.

2.
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Pictured nails were created with Cover Refill Hard Tan Gel, the NEW 101 Dreamy
Blue Royal Gel, the NEW Floral Nail Stamping Plate, White Stamping Lacquer,
and Swarovski crystals. Artist: Gabó Kovács.

Cover Refill Hard Tan
NEW 50 ML SALON SIZE!

The warmer shaded version of bestselling Cover Refill Hard Gel, perfect for darker skin tones

COVER REFILL HARD TAN –
The warmer shaded version of bestselling Cover
Refill Hard Gel, perfect for darker skin tones
Thick viscosity, pinchable builder gel. The warmer
shaded version of Cover Refill Hard Gel, tailor-made for
darker skin tones. Due to its optimal pigment content,
it provides seamless coverage at the smile line and
remains ideally transparent near the cuticle. Perfect for
sculpting the nail bed area and the entire nail and last
not least for full-thickness nail bed refills, as it serves
as a 2-in-1 replacement for Cover Pink and Clear gels.
Apply it with a harder brush: Nero Merlo III or Firm Gel
Brush.
Pinch time in UV: 30-35 sec, in LED: 20-25 sec.
Cure time in UV: 2-3 mins, in LED: 1-2 mins.

5ml –
15ml –
NEW! 50ml –

Due to popular
demand, now
available in a 50 ml
salon size!

NEW
CN Tip:
The warmer shaded
version of Cover Refill
Hard Gel, perfect for
darker skin tones
Use Builder Base Gel
as a base coat!
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CO V ER R EFILL HAR D TA N Gel

FIGHT THE SUMMER HEAT: HOW TO OVERCOME THE WEATHER AT YOUR NAIL SALON!

Gels (even the hardest builder gels) are softer in the summer,
spread more easily, and are often a hassle to work with. Moreover,
they expose your client to the dreaded burning sensation during
the curing process. To avoid this undesirable scenario, cure your
client’s nails in the lamp for about 5 seconds, then continue curing in
dimmed UV/LED light for 25 seconds (e.g. do not place your client’s
hands directly into the lamp), then proceed with curing as usual.
An easier way to avoid this burning sensation is using the Cool Gel
product family. Cool Gel, Cool Builder Gel Cover Pink, Cover Fill, and
White spread beautifully, are less sensitive to temperature changes,
and, most importantly, do not cause sudden heat spikes.

COVER
REFILL
HARD TAN
Gel

The two-bottle technique is yet another weapon in your anti-heat
arsenal. Keep one bottle of gel in the fridge, and one in use. Do not
leave gels for multiple hours in the fridge, as it is impossible to work
with nearly-frozen materials. Make sure you adjust the cooling of
your gels to your pace of work.
Acrylics begin to immediately cure after you’re done using them.
Air movement caused by air conditioning can further speed up the
curing process. Use a double-walled, temperature-leveling Dappen
Dish to prevent your liquids from overheating. Use Slower Powders
instead of Master Powders, as they cure slower and give you ample
time to pinch the nails.
Thoroughly clean your mixing palettes and store them in a drawer
or any other storage compartment. This will save them from being
exposed to sunlight and will prevent the dust caused by the use of
drill bits and nail files from settling on your palettes.

Pictured nails were created with Cover Refill
Hard Tan Gel, R6 Royal Gel, 2 in 1 Base and Top
Lacquer, and Shiny Pearl #2 ChroMirror Chrome
Pigment Powder. Artist: Alexandra Méhész.

First up on your to-do list is protecting your equipment and the
materials you use – basically your whole salon - from sunlight. The
most convenient way of doing that is applying UV protection film
on your windows. This is exponentially important in the summer
heat, as the sneaky sunlight can damage your tools and materials,
curing the gels and gel brushes you’ve accidentally exposed to
sunlight in the blink of an eye.
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other Crystal Nails Novelties
NEW

new! unique Crystal Nails nail
stamping plates

NEW

NEW

Polygons

Vitrage

Unique nail stamping plates, each with 12 gorgeous
patterns.
Create mesmerizing, artistic nail art faster than you
could say 1,2,3 with the brand new Nail Stamping
Plates!
Available in three new sets:
-Floral
-Polygons
-Vitrage
From june

Nail stamping plate: /piece
Card for nail stamping
Nail Stamp, Clear

Floral

US Champion Nikolett Vétek
and Nail Art Champion
Zsuzsanna Kakasné Drazdó
use their favorite Art Gel
Painting Gels for stamping

The unique nail stamp discs work
perfectly with the following Hard
Lacquer Nail Polishes: 17, 18, 25,
30, 45, 55, 63, 201, Chrome Nail
Polishes: 600, 601, 602, and also
with Stamping Lacquers.
Beautiful nail art made easy!

NEW

NEW

new! Stamping Lacquers

Lacquers developed specifically for nail stamping. Quick drying, seamless coverage. Thick viscosity,
highly pigmented lacquers providing enhanced precision, as they bring out the minutest details of
the most delicate nail stamp patterns. Now available in 8 colorways, including 2 brand new, highly
pigmented, vibrant shades.
4ml –

Blue
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Yellow
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NEW! NAIL STAMPING PLATE CASE

Black, faux leather case for storing up to 20 nail stamping plates. Also
suited for storing nail stickers, providing an easier and more convenient
way for your clients to choose their next set of nails.

NEW

Pictured nails were created with R6, R77, and R85 Royal Gel, Art Gel Painting Gels, Mermaid
Powder #3, the NEW Polygon Nail Stamping Plate, black Stamping Lacquer, and the NEW Full Nail
Stickers. Artist: Ágnes Sebestyén.

NEW! CRYSTAL NAILS
NAIL STAMPING PLATE
CLEANER LIQUID

Nail stamping plate cleaner liquid
removes stamping lacquer from your
nail stamping plates. Gentle, does not
damage nail stamping plates. Comes
in a spray bottle for convenient use.

NEW

Pictured nails were created with 3s27 and the NEW 3s63 Ink Blue 3 Step CrystaLacs, R41 and R83
Royal Gel, and Chrome Blue Stamping Lacquer. Artist: Szilvia Balázsi.

100ml –

Use it as an
acetone-free nail
polish remover!
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other Crystal Nails Novelties
NEW! LEDEXTREME AND LEDEXTREMEPINK UV/LED LAMPS
Lamps with white light and Pink “MAGIC” light
Compact, snow white, high-powered UV/LED lamps that cure both UV and LED materials. Performance: 48W, which is ensured by 24 high-powered UV/
LED bulbs. Mirror on the inside provides even curing. Magnetic mirror panel is easy to remove, which comes especially handy during everyday maintenance
and during manicures. Motion sensitive on/off switch, timer, and a special “Low Heat Mode” with which you can lessen heat spikes and thus make the
burning sensation that occurs during the curing of certain materials a less painful experience for your clients.
Timer: 10 sec, 30 sec, 60 sec, and 120 sec (Low Heat Mode)
Accessories: AC adapter

1.White Light LEDEXTREME UV/LED Lamp 2. Pink “MAGIC” Light LEDEXTREMEPINK UV/LED Lamp -

NEW
From July!
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1.

Egy é b Cr y st a l újdons ágok
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Low Heat Mode”
alleviates burning
sensation during curing
Motion sensitive on/off
switch.

No empty spots: nails are
cured from all angles!

1 év Crystal
garancia.

NEW

Pink “MAGIC” Light
LEDExtremePink UV/LED
Lamp for pink fanatics! (Has
the same curing capabilities
and performance as the
White Light LEDExtreme
UV/LED Lamp.)

2.

From July!

NEW! SILICONE COVER
FOR LEDEXTREME AND
LEDEXTREME PINK
UV/LED LAMPS

NEW

Pink.
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NEW! Crystal Nails WonderForm
Developed specifically for flawless nail form application. Hard material holds any angle
perfectly, yet it is easy to shape. Thanks to its unique layering, it holds its shape like a
rock and provides strong adhesion. Easy to cut despite the thicker material. Thanks to
its almond-shaped dent, it is easier to adjust to the arc of the natural nail. Cutting it at
the stress points is not necessarily required, it is more than enough to push it under the
nail on account of its superb strength and its ability to push down the skin at the stress
points (which is a huge plus when dealing with deep stress points).
30 pcs –
200 pcs –
Brand new
innovation!

NEW

Easier to adjust
to the arc of the
natural nail thanks
to its almondshaped dent!

1. The nail form does not stick to your fingers! It is enough to remove the corner covers
directly before sticking the “wings” together, so even if you’ve touched the wings while
shaping the nail form, you won’t have any adhesion problems

2. When you’re sculpting square nails, Wonderform
won’t separate thanks to perforations on both sides.

1

2

CN Tip:
Easy to shape even
in rubber gloves!

NEW! CLEANSER PAD – LINT-FREE PADS SOAKED
IN CLEANSER
Lint-free pads soaked in Cleanser. Facilitates faster salon work. Perfect
for on-the-road nail techs, provides a 2-in-1 alternative for Cleanser and
lint-free towels. A single Cleanser Pad – depending on nail length – is
enough for cleansing 5-10 nails.
1 box (100 pieces) –
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From june!

NEW
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NEW! SPONGE OMBRE STICK

NEW!
REPLACEMENT
OMBRE STICK
SPONGES

Replaceable sponges on both ends. Comes equipped with four sponges you can buy separately.
Perfect for creating beautiful color gradients on any base coat with Art Gel and RoyalCream Gel
and for Baby Boomer gel polishing with Cover Pink Base Gel and White Art Gel as it marvelously
blends Art Gel.

4pcs –

NEW

How to clean sponges: dip the

After use and
cleaning, store it
horizontally, and
keep it away from
sunlight!

sponge in a drop of Cleanser,
dry it with a paper towel. The
normal size in an hour (can
be less if wrapped into paper
towel). Wait for the sponge to
completely dry before using the
stick again!

1

NEW

Perfect Baby Boomer gel
polishing in 2 steps: apply
White Art Gel onto Cover
Pink Base Gel to create
a mesmerizing gradient!
Top it off with a top cat,
and you’re done! (Alexa
Méhész)

sponge will be back to its

2

3

4

BABY BOOMER NAILS STEP-BY-STEP
BY ALEXANDRA MÉHÉSZ

baby
boomer
Step by Step

1.Apply a coat of Cover Pink Base Gel onto the prepared nail. Cure it.
2. Dip the tip of the sponge into White Art Gel.

3. Apply it with quick, tapping movements onto the tip of the nail, gradually thinning the material towards the cuticle. For the desired effect,
apply multiple coats with rapid curing in between coats.
4.After curing, apply a coat of Clear/Top 0 CrystaLac.

Pictured nails were created with Cover LightPink Base Gel, White Art Gel,
Cool Top Gel, and Swarovski crystals. Artist: Nikolett Vétek.
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OTHER CRYSTAL NAILS NOVELTIES
NEW! FOIL EFFECT NAIL STICKERS

Golden and silver foil effect stickers. Easy and
quick application: remove the sticker with water,
then apply it onto the matte nail surface. Use
Acid-Free Primer only along the edges so that it
does not damage the thin, foil-like material.
Available in 5 golden and 5 silver colors

NEW! FULL NAIL
STICKERS

Gorgeous stickers you can apply
onto the entire nail surface. If
you’re applying it onto the entire
nail surface, cut it according
to the shape of the nail, then
remove the sticker with water. For
enhanced durability, apply a coat
of Acid-Free Primer onto the nail,
smoothen out the sticker and file
it where it extends beyond the
nail plate, then apply another
coat of Acid Free Primer and two
coats of top gel. Spectacular nail
art in a matter of minutes!

NEW! BASE STICKERS FOR
COLORING

CN Tip: Use AcidFree Primer only
along the edges

NEW

For enchanced durability,
apply Acid-Free Primer onto
the matte nail surface, then
apply the sticker.
Smoothen it out, file it
where it extends beyond
the nail plate, then apply
another coat of Primer and
two coats of top gel

A variety of base stickers that make decorating
a breeze, providing pattern outlines so you only
have to take care of coloring. Easy to use: just cut
the stickers according to the shape of the nail,
then remove them with water.
5 designs, each available in 4 colors (black,
white, golden, silver).

NEW!

Vitrage

CN Tip:
Color the stickers
with the NEW
RoyalCream Gel
Color Gels!
Check them out on
page 18!

NEW!

BLOOMIN G
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NEW! RHINESTONE REMOVER DRILL BIT

Easily remove rhinestones with this brand new drill bit! Gentle,
won’t damage the nail even if you use it on the entire nail surface.

NEW

NEW! DRILL BIT CLEANER

Mini drill bit cleaner with super strong bristles. Efficiently removes
dust, skin, and material residue from drill bits.

NEW!

NEW! MAGNETIC BEADS FOR TIGEREYE
CRYSTALACS

Brand new magnetic beads for Tiger Eye CrystaLacs that significantly
expand your nail art horizons. Let your creativity run free and wild!
Create a wide range of shapes – such as a snake or a circle.
The sky is the limit!
50pcs –

CN Tip:
Pick up the
beads with a
spatula!!

NEW

Pictured nails were created with the NEW 3S64 Orange Explosion and the NEW 3S65 French Fuchsia 3 Step CrystaLacs, the NEW R102 Vibrant Blood Orange Royal Gel, and the NEW Silver Foil
Effect Nail Stickers. Artist: Dóra Kesztyűs.
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OTHER CRYSTAL NAILS NOVELTIES
NEW! CRYSTAL NAILS CHROMIRROR CHROME PIGMENT POWDER
Hypnotizing chrome effects with a mirror shine!
The chrome craze continues! ChroMirror Chrome Pigment Powders are easy to use: apply it onto a cleansing-free material – Royal Gel, One Step
CrystaLac, 0/Clear One Step CrystaLac, Super Shine Optic, Xtreme Top Shine – you’ve cured for about the minute. Thoroughly rub the pigment
powder into the material, then top it off with a top coat.
Available in 13 colorways, including the brand new SuperHolo.
SuperHolo –
CN Tip: For enhanced
adhesion, apply Acid
Free Primer onto
ChroMirror Chrome
Pigment Powders,
then top it off with two
coats of Easy Off Top
Gel!

NEW!
CN Tip: cure the
base for no more
than 15 secs in UV!
On R6

On R7

In an exclusive,
black jar

On R30

New! RHOMBUS GLITTER

new! CRYSTAL SUGAR DUST DECORATING GLITTER

Equal-sized, rhombus-shaped glitters. Apply it onto
the nails before curing. To ensure that the pattern you
create stays intact, apply the glitters onto a thin coat
of any thick viscosity material. Requires two top coats
after curing. Available in two glamorous colors.
Holo pink and Holo silver –

Yumm! Sugar sprinkle equals ice cream equals - summer! Design delicious sugar effect
nails with the multicolored Sugar Dust Decorating Glitters! Perfect for beachside holidays –
don’t worry, they won’t melt. Sprinkle Crystal Sugar Dust on a non-cleansing top coat, then
cure it completely. Available in four tasty neon combos.

NEW

For gel polishes, use
Easy Off Hardener Gel.
For artificial nails, use
Xtreme Clear Gel. Both
ensure that you’ll have
enough time to create
the patterns without the
glitters moving an inch.

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

In an exclusive,
black jar
Holo pink
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Holo silver

5

6

7

8
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A képen látható
köröm
Cover
Refill
Hard
Tan-nel,
3S12-es
STEPFloral
CrystaLac-kal,
Tig22Pictured
nails were
created
with
3S1
3 Step
CrystaLac,
the3 NEW
Full Nail Sticker,
es Sugar
Tiger Eye
az ÚJand
Glassy
Green
Glassy CrystaLac-kal,
a díszítés
R7#3
DustCrystaLac-kal,
Decorading Glitter,
the NEW
SuperHolo
ChroMirror Chrome
Pigment
es RoyalArtist:
Gel-lel,
801-es 3D
sűrű zselével, 131-es porcelánporral, Crystal Pixie-vel és
Powder.
Alexandra
Méhész.
Swarovski-kövekkel készült (Vétek Nikolett munkája).

Pictured nails were created with the NEW 1S50 Sailor Blue One Step CrystaLac, the
NEW Holo Silver Rhombus Glitter, and the NEW SuperHolo ChroMirror Chrome Pigment
Powder. Artist: Alexandra Méhész
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Pictured nails were created with R4 Royal Gel and the NEW #2 Crystal Flake Decorating
Flakes. Artist: Gabó Kovács.

OTHER CRYSTAL
NAILS NOVELTIES

In an exclusive,
black jar
R7

R6

R7

R6

R6

R7

R6

R7

NEW! CRYSTAL FLAKE DECORATING
FLAKES
Crystal Flakes are similar to ChroMirror Chrome Pigment
Powders, but are made up of larger flakes that provide an
intense, super strong shine. Carefully press and rub the
flakes into a cleansing-free surface, then apply a coat of
Acid-Free Primer and two top coats such as Cool Top Gel.
Perfect for encapsulated nail designs. Dip a small bead of
Clear Acrylic Powder into Crystal Flakes, then spread it on
the nail surface. For gel nails, press the flakes into the soft
gel, then cure it.
Available in four glimmering colorways.

NEW

1
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NEW

2

NEW

3

NEW

4

Pictured nails were created with #46 Glass Effect Color Gel and the NEW #7 Nailfetti
Colorful Sequins. Artist: Gabó Kovács.

O t he r Cr y st a l Na ils Novel ti es

Other
Crystal Nails
Novelties

NEW! NAILFETTI COLORFUL
SEQUINS
Colorful sequins in various sizes and colors.
Sprinkle Nailfetti onto the sticky surface of artificial
nails or gel polishes. Requires a top coat. Available
in four super fun color combos!

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

In an exclusive,
black jar

5

6

7

8
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ÚJ!

profi továbbképzés
2017 nyár

Új! Kezdő egy mozdulat tanfolyam One Move
akrilfestékekkel – gyors és látványos
szalondíszítések
Kesztyűs Dóra
Kétszeres Olimpiai
Ezüstérmes (London, 2016),
Körömtábor
Elite mestere

Dóri nagy kedvence az egy mozdulat technika, amit a szalonjában
is nap mint nap alkalmaz, hiszen változatos és nagyon látványos.
Ha kezdő vagy, esetleg régóta szemezel az egymozdulat virágokkal,
akkor ezen a tanfolyamon a helyed, hiszen a népszerű, igazán
szalonra hangolt díszítési technikával ismerkedhetsz meg, illetve
villámgyors „vendégkedvenc” mintákat sajátíthatsz el. A nap végére
garantáltan téged is rabul ejt a sok-sok virág és a színek végtelen
lehetősége.
Elsajátítható ismeretek:
One Move akrilfesték anyagismeret, egy mozdulat technika alapjai,
színkeverés, hígítás, kompozíció alkotás.
Hozd magaddal meglévő anyagaid, eszközeid!
Mi biztosítjuk: papírtörlő, asztali lámpa, UV lámpa.
A hiányzó anyagokat megvásárolhatod a helyszínen.
Az egész napos képzés díja: nettó 9.800 Ft + ÁFA

- Crystal Nails
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